
The 225107
The Cast .22 bullet for levers

 
 
I’d looked the world over for one of these for years with no luck.  Last summer I was in a three-way mould swap and
a Lyman #225438 was part of the deal.  I received an e-mail that said the #225438 was not available but would a
#225107 do? I almost broke my fingers tying a response and in a few days, the mailman delivered a little brown box
and I had a #225107.
 
I’m not sure what the #225107 was originally designed for.  It’s been around for a while though.  My guess is that it
was made when Winchester put the .218 Bee in a lever action as it has a very flat, blunt nose with a relatively wide
meplat for a .22 bullet.
 
With this nose style, it would be a natural for one of the .219 Zipper levers or the .218 Bee Marlin M1894. 
 
Even though it was probably designed with a tubular magazine in mind, it would do well in almost any .22 rifle in a
light cast bullet application.
 
I know that it does well in my .223 Remington Number 1 Ruger with small charges of fast burning powder such as
Red Dot at around 2,000 FPS..
 
My mould, which is an old Ideal, drops bullets at .226”.  A sized and lubed bullet weighs 40.0 grains after a gas check
has been added and it has been lubricated.

 

 
. Ideal 225107

 
Occasionally, you’ll see these on E-Bay.  Prices run pretty high and the last one I saw on there topped $100.00, which
is a bit deeper than my pockets.
 
If you have to have one, the meplat measures .125”.  Standing a Lyman #225415 alongside a #225107 shows where
Lyman got the design.  They ‘bobbed” the spire point off the #225415 at an appropriate place to obtain around 40.0
grains and marketed it.
 
Based on that theory, it would be very easy for a good machinist to center a cavity and drill the nose on through using
a .125” drill bit.  Then, he’d come back in and ream the  .125” hole to the meplat diameter.  Then a brass pin could be
turned the exact diameter of the meplat and fitted and pinned into one side of the mould.  It would take some close
fitting but would be easy for a machinist.  This would then turn out a bullet that would be very close to a #225107. 
Let’s say, a poor man’s #225107.
 



 
#225107 loaded in .22 Hornet and .223 Remington

 
The #225107 shoots very well in my Number 1 Ruger .223 Remington and also in my M77 Ruger .22 Hornet.  It’s the
favorite of my grandson in his Model 43 Winchester .22 Hornet.
 
If you’re searching for a short, light .22 cast bullet for a slow twist application, you’ll probably not find a better bullet
that #225107.  I can’t wait until I find another one so that I can make a hollow point for use in the .22 Hornet. 
 

John Goins/akabeagle


